We describe a new method for determining when an object can be garbage collected. The method does not require marking live objects. Instead, each object X is dynamically associated with a stack frame M, such that X is collectable when M pops. Because X could have b e e n d e a d earlier, our method is conservative. Our results demonstrate that the method nonetheless identi es a large percentage of collectable objects. The method has been implemented in Sun's Java tm Virtual Machine interpreter, and results are presented based on this implementation.
Introduction
In education, research, and industry, u se of garbage-collected languages such a s J a va and ML remains strong. However, despite many a d v ances, the cost of automatic garbage collection continues to be prohibitive in some areas, notably embedded, real-time, and scienti c applications.
CPU cycles must be devoted to collecting the garbage. Incremental systems a m ortize the cost, and extra processors can hide the cost if those processors have n othing better to d o . The need for collection can occur at unpredictable and inopportune times. Storage becomes fragmented unless objects are moved, but object relocation fools most storage systems. An object can be in cache, but known by its former address. Access of the object at the n e w a d dress results in a fault followed by a f e t c h from slower storage. Traditional garbage collectors marklive o b j e c t s . W h i l e generational collection can limit such marking to a subset of a program's live objects, the marking phase pollutes the cache as the live objects are touched.
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It can operate in concert with a traditional collector, decreasing the frequency with which the traditional collector must be called. It does not require a \marking" phase, so that data caches remain valid even as objects are collected. It collects a r e a s o n able percentage of dead objects. It correctly identi es dead objects, but objects that it thinks are live m ay in fact be dead. To elaborate o n t h e l a s t p o i n t, CG collection is conservative, though not in the traditional sense of that term. Conservative c o l l e c t ion has been proposed for languages (such a s C ) in which reference variabl e s c a n n o t b e p r e c i s e l y d etermined such collectors are conservative b e c a u se they may be forced to treat a value as a pointer 3]. The CG collector is conservative i n a d i erent w ay a n d for di erent reasons, as we explain shortly.
Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains our approach u sing a simple example. Section 3 describes an implementation of a CG collector, along with complications that arise from multiple threads and native code. Section 4 compares our approach w i t h p revious work. Section 5 presents experiments based on this implementation. Section 6 presents conclusions a n d i d eas for future work in this area.
Approach
Our idea is based on the following property of singlethreaded programs ( m ultiple threads a r e a d d ressed in Section 3). Each o b j e c t X in the heap is live d u e to references that ultimately begin in the program's runtime stack and static areas. 1 When the set of frames containing direct or indirect references to X is popped, t h e n X is no l o n ger live and it can be collected.
Moreover, owing to the nature of a stack, the set of frames that keep X live m ust contain some f r a m e M that is last-to-be-popped (oldest) among the set's frames. The liveness of X can thus be tied to frame M: when frame M pops, X can be collected. 
Example
We illustrate the CG collector using the e x ample shown in Figure 1 . The stack frames are shown numb e r e d f r o m 0 t o 5 frame 5 i s y oungest frame, and frame 0 i s n o t p o p peduntil the program nishes. Each f r a m e corresponds t o a m ethod invocation, and the local variables for each m ethod reside within the method's frame. The objects, labeled with letters A through F, reside in the h eap. Arrows in Figure 1 depict the references from the m ethods' local variables to the heap objects. Though not shown in Figure 1 , we assume each object X has a eld x that is capable of referencing any other object. Also, we assume in this example that any method can access the program's static variables.
Given the frame references shown in Figure 1 , the liveness of the objects is as follows.
Object Referencing F rames Earliest Frame E 0 0 Although A is referenced by t wo f r a m es, the object is live until frame 3 is popped. This illustrates an important p r o perty of our approach. With e a c h object X, w e a s s o c i a t e a single frame M such that when M is popped, X is known to be dead|we t h en say that X's life depends on frame M, or that M is X's dependent frame.
As a special case, we associate frame 0 with objects that are referenced by static variables. Thus, CG collection determines that variables such a s E in Figure 1 appear to be live for the duration of the program. Frame 0 also serves to represent o b j e c t s f o r w h ich w e ( c u rrently) cannot determine a dependent f r a m e, as discussed in Section 3.
With the situation shown in Figure 1 , it is clear that D could be collected when frame 4 pops. However, programs can cause one object to reference another, which has the e ect of changing an object's dependent frame. We next examine t h e l i v eness of each object as the following program executes statements that cause one object to reference another. Allof these statements are execut e d w i t h i n F i g u re 1's frame 5 | t h e f r a m e o f t h e c u rrently active m ethod. For our example, we a s s u m e t h i s m ethod has access to all objects as follows. Objects A through D are referenced using frame 5's parameters (locals in the JVM) object E is static and globally accessible. The e ects of the program's steps on the liveness of the heap objects are described as follows.
1 B now references A. With this reference established, A can be collected no earlier than B. T h us, A's dependent frame i s c hanged from 3 to 2.
We s a y t h a t B has contaminated A by touching (referencing) it.
2 C now contaminates B which still references A. T h us, the liveness of both B and A must be adjusted, so that they are now dependent o n f r a m e 1 .
3 Although D now contaminates C, D depends on frame 4, which will be popped before C is dead. Thus, the dependent frames of A, B, and C are not changed| those objects all depend on frame 1 . However, D now has access to those objects. If D's liveness changed, then the liveness of those objects might also be a ected. Our algorithm tracks such information e ciently, t hough conservatively. 4 Sure enough, E now c o n taminates D, w h ich m akes all the objects take on its liveness. Thus, all objects become dependent o n f r a m e 0 .
5 Although E has contaminated D, E no longer references it. Ideally, t h i s s h o u l d r e v ert the actual liveness of A{ D to the situation after 4 . For example, A can be collected when frame 1 p o p s . In our approach, however, contamination cannot be undone. Once E contaminates the other variables (indirectly, b y c o n taminating D), they become d e p e n dent on frame 0 . Their dependence cannot be improved to a y ounger frame. An extreme example of this is the \static nger of death". Suppose a static variable referencesevery heap object. At each contamination, the a ected object becomes dependent on frame 0, which isn't popped until the program nishes. As shown in Section 5, actual programs h a ve better manners. An unresolved issue from the above discussion concerns how to track the e ects of a program's future behavior after 3 . The problem is that D doesn't change any object's lifetime by referencing C. H o wever, future changes to D's dependent frame m ay a ect objects that can be referenced from D. We accommodate this problem by asserting that contamina t i o n i s s y m metric, a ecting both X and Y when X references Y . Thus, in the above example, D's dependent frame becomes synonymous with C's, so that future changes to D are correctly accommodated. Unfortunately, t h is conservatively makes D dependent o n f r a m e 1 after 3 executes.
Summary
In summary, t h e CG collector operates as follows. We maintain an equilive equivalence relation over a program's heap-allocated objects. Objects in the same block o f t h e i n duced partitionare viewed as having the same lifetime and are dependent on the same frame.
Equilive s e t s g r o w t hrough union operations an equilive set's dependent frame c a n c hange as the program executes, but a l w ays by m oving to an older frame.
When a frame M pops, all equilive sets associated with M contain objects that must be dead. Such o b j e c t s can be safely collected when M pops. If the objects are already in some kind of list L, t h e n t he objects can be returned to the available storage pool by joining L to the free-storage list. This can be accomplished with two storage accesses, which should not disrupt the e ectiveness of the d a t a c a c he. An exception to this policy occurs in an optimization described in Section 3.4. When a new block i s f o r m ed by m erging t wo existing blocks, the new block is dependent o n t he older (lowernumbered) of the e x i s t ing b l o c ks' dependent frames.
The l i v eness of an object X, and therefore X's block, is a ected if a methodreturns X to its caller. The liveness of X's block must be adjusted so that its dependent f r a m e i s p o p pednosooner than its caller's. The re exive a n d transitive a s p e c t s o f e q u ilive are accurate. However, the symmetric property i n troduces conservativeness, as illustrated with the example of D above.
Our approach is therefore conservative|though not because we can't tell what is a reference and w h a t i s n o t 3 ] . The CG collector may o verestimate the lifetime o f a n o b j e c t . For such objects, traditional garbage collection may c o l l e c t the object when we w ould not. We therefore evaluate our approach in Section 5 by s h owing the percentage of objects that are collectable using CG.
Our approach d o e s have the following advantages over traditional collection.
Traditional collection requires marking live objects. While generational collecto r s 1 8 , 1 0 ] c a n l i m it themselves to marking a subset of the live objects, this phase of garbage collection pollutes the cache (and more distant virtual memory components) with objects that are not referenced actively by the running program 9].
Maintaining the e q uilive relation can be accomplished e ciently if the disjoint sets of objects are maintained using Tarjan's union by rank and path compression heuristics 7] . The resulting overhead is a (nearly) constant a m ount o f w ork per storage reference.
3 Implementation We i m plemented our approach in the context o f S u n 's Java system, JDK 1.1.8. Our changes were con ned to those portions of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 11] that deal with object creation, frame creation (in response to method calls), method return, and the base (traditional) garbage collection. Sun's 1.1.8 system o ers the following JVM interpreters. The reference interpreter is written entirely in C. A m ore e cient i n terpreter implements t h e m ost frequently executed portions in (Sparc) assembly language. To facilitate our implementation, w e based our work on the C v ersion. However, the c hanges we m ade are compatible with the architecture of the (speedier) assembly version.
We n ext s k etch o u r basic implementation and describe how w e a c c o m modateinterpreter-generated static references and the more conceptually demanding characteristics of the JVM|namely, m ultiple threads and n ative c o d e.
Data Structures and Modi cations
Sun's JVM interpreter manages objects using handles. E a c h handle contains a p o i n ter to the object's current l o c a t i o n a s well as a reference to an appropriate method table for (virtual) method-lookup. References between objects indirect through the handles. Thus, if objects are relocated (during garbage collection, for example), then only the handle's point e r t o t h e o b j e c t n eeds to be updated.
The i n terpreter o ers a standard treatment o f m ethodcall and method-return. Each activation record is pushed onto a thread-speci c stack 1 ] .
To i m plement our approach, w e m odi ed Sun's JDK 1.1.8 system as follows.
objects: We a u g m ented each o b j e c t h andle with elds to accommodate u n ion/ nd of the equilive blocks. A straightforward implementation would require one \ancestor" eld and one integer eld to r e p resent t h e rank (for details on Tarjan's algorithm, see 7] ). Of course, \primitive" objects (such a s integers) do not use handles and t h us do not incur any o verhead. A m ore clever representation can be achieved by noting that the lower bits of JVM object pointers are already reserved, and are therefore assumed to be zero. The equilive sets can then be maintained so that the rank never exceeds a predetermined threshold. Thus, the union/ nd algorithm can be implemented with one additional word per object handle. Our approach requires the ability to determine any object's dependent frame. In a straightforward implementation, this can be achieved simply by i n troducing a pointer into the handle, such t h at the pointer references the the object's dependent frame. This pointer can be eliminated if each equilive set's representative e l e m ent points to the d ependent f r a m e for the entire set. In summary, the results reported in this paper were obtained by introducing four 32-bit words into what was formerly a 64-bit object header. Although good results were obtained, such o verhead is excessive, especially for small objects. Reduction of this overhead using the a b o ve ideas is the subject of future work. An a r r a y is treated as just another object|we d o n ot di erentiate an array's elements. Thus, any object stored into an array c a u ses the a r r a y and the object to contaminate e a c h o t h e r . frames: When a frame i s p o p p e d , t h e e q uilive objects that depend on the frame can be collected. Thus, each frame is equipped with a reference to a l i s t o f i t s d ependent e q uilive blocks.
static variables: We maintain a list of objects that are dependent o n o u r \ f r a m e 0 " . Such v ariables are never collected by our approach. Essentially, the JVM interpreter must take action for those JVM instructions that cause one object to refer to another. The JVM instruction set conveniently separates these by whether the referencing object is static.
When an object is created, it is associated with the frame of the currently active m ethod. The areturn instruction causes a method to return an object to its caller. The object's equilive b lock i s adjusted to depend on the caller's frame, unless the object is already dependent on an older frame.
The putfield instruction causes object X to reference Y . If Y is not null, then X and Y contaminate each other, as described earlier.
In the s p e c i a l c a s e w h e r e Y is already static, the optimization described in Section 3.4 avoids c o n taminating X.
The putstatic instruction can cause a static variable to reference an object. If so, the referenced object's equilive b l o c k is added to the list of frame-0 dependent blocks. We began with almost no familiarity of Sun's JVM interpreter. Nonetheless, it took only 6 weeks t o i m plement our approach in that system. While this is a tribute to the interpreter's design, it also underscores the simplicity of our approach. Similarly, the code generator of a native-code compiler could easily be modi ed to emit the necessary code to maintain our structures.
3.2 Interpreter-generated static references For our approach to work, it must be able to take action when one object references another. For code written in Java, this requirement poses no problem. However, the interpreter can itself generate references to objects, and we had to integrate such references into our garbage collector.
A g o o d e x a m ple of this kind of problem is the intern() method of the String class. A program could generate multiple String objects, each with the same contents. The intern() method maps any String to a unique occurrence with its contents. Thus, given any t wo strings, equality o f their contents can be tested using \==" once the strings are mapped using intern(). JDK 1.1.8 implements intern() using a hash table|internal to the i n terpreter|to maintain references to the u n ique occurrences of any String mapped via intern(). The references from the hash table are essentially static, since a String must map to the same reference via intern() for the duration of a program.
Because this activity is not part of the JVM instruction stream, w e h ad to insert calls in the String class to tell our collector that any String mapped via intern() is static.
The class loader and JNI-processing components were other sources of static references to the h eap. Most likely, any i m plementation of JVM will maintain such references. To use our approach, these need to b e i d e n ti ed and proper calls to our collector mu s t b e i n serted. The discussion so far has been limited to single threads and Java-source programs. In this section, w e describe our currently simple treatment of multiple threads and native code. More sophistication is possible, but that is a subject of future work.
Multiple Threads and Native Code
Our assumpti o n t h a t a n o b j e c t i s d ependent f o r i t s l i f e o n a single stack frame does not hold if a program shares such an object among multiple threads, as shown in Figure 3 . Within Thread 1, A is dependent on frame 3 however, Thread 2 can also access A until its frame 1 is popped.
For the p urposes of this paper, we d ynamically discover objects that are accessed by m ultiple threads and w e t r e a t their equilive b locks as static|dependent on the program's frame 0 .
Sun's JVM system allows native (e.g., C) code to be interspersed with Java code|each can call the other. A mechanism (object pinning) is already provided so native code can rely on an object's address. However, when C code calls Java methods, it is possible that objects are created and returned, perhaps brie y, to the native caller. To be conservative, we c a t ch s u ch allocations and t r e a t t h e e q uilive blocks a s i f t h ey were static.
An Optimization
While the approach described in Section 2 is correct, we identi ed a situation for which w e can o er a better treatment. Consider the results of the a s s i g n ment A:a = S where S is static|associated with the last-to-be-popped stack frame. As described in Section 2, our approach w ould union the equilive blocks containing A and S. As a result, A would also be regarded as static, existing for the lifetime of the program. However, in this case, such action is unnecessarily conservative. The object S is already determined not to be collectable until the program is over. No further action can cause S to be regarded as more live than that. Thus, if S is believed to last for the duration of the program, there is no reason to join A's equilive b o c k with S's when A references S.
Ther results presented in Section 5 include this optimization, except for one column i n F i g u r e 4 w h ich is designed to show the bene ts of the optimization.
Previous work
Wilson presents an excellent s u r v ey of storage allocation 19] and collection 18] techniques. All known methods f o r e x act garbage collection require marking live objects to some e xtent. Generational collection limits the scope of the marking phase to a set of objects that are believedmostly to b e d ead.
One way o f c o m paring our wo r k i s t o e x a m ine h o w v arious a p proaches view the notion of a generation.
Traditional generational collection de nes a generation by the longevity of its objects. This separates newer from older objects, so that garbage collection can concentrate on the newer (presumably shorterlived) objects. More recently, it has been proposed to focus on other than the youngest generation 15]. The train algorithm, discussed below, views objects not only in terms o f t h eir longevity, b u t a l s o i n t e r m s of their interconnection. Objects that reference each other tend to be clustered in the same g e n eration. This nicely accommodates cyclic data structures, as they become f r e e a t t h e s a m e t i m e. Our algorithm attempts to cluster objects, not in terms of their longevity, but in terms o f t h e i r e x pected expiration. When they must die|not how l o n g t hey have lived|is our key concern. We dynamically compute the time a t w h i c h a c l u ster of objects must be dead, based on the references among the objects.
Generally related work
Appel 2] has observed that stack-allocated storage (i.e., local variables) can be managed more e ciently using t h e (more general) heap. Instead of reclaiming each f r a m e i ndividually upon its method's return, multiple frames are collected when garbage collection transpires. In s u m mary, Appel proposes to treat stack-allocated objects as heapallocated. We are essentially trying the dual of that approach: we model heap-allocated objects as if they were allocated in a stack f r a m e, but we c o n tinually revise which stack f r a m e h olds a heap-allocated object. Static analysis techniques 5, 13, 20] attempt to determine the lifetime o f o b j e c t s , b y n d ing e n vironments from which such o b j e c t s cannot escape. The representation for such e n vironments can be a stack f r a m e 12], so that objects are directly associated with a \deeper" stack f r a m e than the method in which they are instantiated.
Also, the n o t i o n o f a n e n vironment-escape has been generalized to that of a region 17, 16] . Regions are perhaps the closest in nature to the ideas expressed in this paper. As with our approach, regions can decrease the need for markbased garbage collection. A region essentially introduces a stack-based pair of allocation and deallocation sites for an object, where the sites are determined by static analysis and n ot by a program's syntax. The distinguishing feature between regions and o u r w ork is that regions are determined statically, w h ile our approach operates dynamically.
It is not clear that regions are better or worse than our approach.
Our approach c o n tinually enlarges the \region" associated with an object, when the object is referenced by objects with longer lifetimes. For example, the i nstruction sequence shown in Figure 2 leaves all objects dependent on frame 0 in our approach. Static analysis (such a s p roposed in the \regions" work) c o u l d e a s i l y show that A could be collected when frame 1 pops. Because static methods must accommodate any p a t h through a program, it is possible that our approach c a n fare better because it adjusts the expected expiration of objects dynamically, as determined by actual execution paths in a program. Thus, we m ight d etermine that an object can be released at a point prior to t h at which static analysis can show that the object is free. The i n tegration of our m ethod with static approach e s i s t h e subject of future work.
The train algorithm
Our approach i s i n uenced by t h e train algorithm 10, 14] . That algorithm continually reorganizes the heap so that objects that reference each other are clustered at the time that such objects are dead. I n t h e j a r g o n o f t h e t rain algorithm 10], our approach can be expressed as follows. Each stack f r a m e is associated with a train. When the stack frame is popped, all cars of the frame's train are known to be free, so we simply return those objects to the heap. The train algorithm m oves objects between cars of trains during garbage collection, with t h e goal of clustering objects that reference each other. Instead of moving individual objects, our approach essentially joins two trains, leaving them attached to the a p propriate stack f r a m e. We are less precise than the train algorithm, because we deal with objects only in terms of their containing trains. Also, once trains are joined, we d o not consider separating them.
The train algorithm is more precise, but|like a l l g e n erational approaches|it requires keeping track of certain kinds of references. In summary, our approach d o e s n ot supplant the train algorithm. Both a p proaches are incremental: objects that are dead may go uncollected for some t i m e. Our approach a voids m arking, and storage is returned as method frames are popped. The i n tegration of our m ethod with the train algorithm is the subject of future work, as discussed in Section 6.
Experiments
We i m plemented our a p proach as described in Section 3.4. We t h en conducted experiments on the approach u sing the programs described in Figure 4 .
The rst program is a student's compiler project (the parsing and semantic analysis phases), written by a Java n ovice. No thought whatsoever was expended on e cient use of objects. The size of this program is in ated: 6088 of the lines were generated by s c a n nerand parser-generating tools. The programs trav and corners compute navigation information (based on shortest-path), using US Census road descriptions 4]. These programs w ere written by a Java expert, hand-optimized to minimize the need for garbage collection. Ttrav is a multithreaded version of trav, designed to operate as an applet. Similarly, Tcorners is a multithreaded version of corners. The applet versions load the d ata in a separate thread, under control of applet buttons that can suspend or resume t h e loading. The bottom set of programs a r e the SPEC suite 8].
Here, they were run on their smallest problem sizes. Figure 4 : Benchmarks Percentage of objects collectable by o u r a p p roach, without and with the optimization described in Section 3.4.
Collectable Objects
For each b e n c hmark, Figure 4 shows the number of objects created during its run. The right two columns show the percentage of all objects that were collected by o u r m ethod. The r i g h tmost column s h o ws the percentage of collectable objects when the optimization described in Section 3.4 is enabled this is of course the preferred implementation. For comparison purposes, we a l s o s h o w t h e percentage of objects collectable without the optimization. All other objects w ere treated by o u r m ethod as static|live u ntil the end o f t h e program. Given our approach, such objects are either declared static or else they are referenced indirectly by a static object. The ray-tracing, path-navigating, and jack programs were over 90% collectable using the CG collector. The mpegaudio and compress programs do not generate many objects the objects that are generated are fairly long-lived. Thus, we did not collect much for those programs, but neither would an exact approach. For the other benchmarks, we are from 30%{60% successful. Although those numbers may s e e m l o w, even if we are only 50% successful, this means that the traditional collector would be called half as often as without our approach.
Size and Age of the Equilive Blocks
Recall that blocks containing objects A and B are merged when A references B (or B references A). For the f o l l o wing reasons, we w ere curious a b o u t t h e n umber of objects that accrue in each b lock prior to the block's collection using CG. Blocks that contain a single object are exact: n o u nions areperformed and so we can return such objects at the next m ethod-return. If most blocks are size 1, then an approach that looks only for such b locks might w ork well without the o verhead of our more general approach. Recalling our example from Section 2, we w ere forced to overestimate D's lifetime w h e n i t w as merged with C. O u r a p p roach c o u ld be improved by k eeping track of dependent frames per-object instead of per-block. However, this would be unreasonable if there were many objects per block. Figure 5 shows the size of the collectable blocks created during t h e r u n s o f o u r benchmarks. Although most blocks contain more than one object, the ma j o r i t y of blocks do contain three or fewer objects. Next, we m easured the di s t a n c e t o d ie for objects that we were able to collect. Suppose an object X is born in frame M. When X is nally collected, i t m ust depend o n a frame a t l e a s t a s o l d a s M. The singleton blocks m entioned earlier|for which o u r i n forma t i o n i s e x a c t | m ay n ot die in their allocating frame, because a frame can return a result to its caller. Figure 6 shows the age, in frame distance, of objects when they die. Objects that are collected in the 0 column never escape the frame in which they were allocated. Many collectable objects fall into t h at category. However, most are associated with older frames. For the jack benchmark, a l m ost all objects allocated in a frame are detected collectable when that frame's caller returns. For those objects that die in their birth frames, it may be worth considering how such objects could be collected sooner than their dependent frame pops. The singleton sets can be collected once it can be shown that no local variable references the object. As described in Section 4, static approaches may serve w ell here.
Thread Behavior
Because we treat multiple threads c o n servatively, w e m easured the number of objects that were forced into the static set when theywere accessed by m ultiple threads. Recall that objects in the s t atic set are treated by o u r approach a s l i v e for the program's duration. Figure 7 shows that most of our benchmarks had very few thread-shared objects. The mtrt and raytrace programs are equipped to run multithreaded, but did not in fact use multiple threads for the data sizes we supplied. On t h e other hand, the applet-versions of corners and trav generate a graph in one thread that is used by another. The graph itself is treated statically because of this thread sharing. Also, any object referenced by the graph, or referencing the graph, b e c o m es unioned with the g r a p h's objects. All such o b j e c t s are treated as live f o r t h e p r o g r a m 's duration in our approach. Such harsh treatment of threadshared objects is unnecessary, a s d escribed in Section 6. Figure 7 : Percentage of objects that we treat as static (live for the p r o g r a m 's duration) d ue to sharing among threads.
Performance and Overhead
Finally, w e examine t h e r u n -time o verhead of our approach in Figure 8 . We b e g a n w i t h S un's JDK 1.1.8 (call this the base system) a n d m odi ed it to use our CG algorithm. The rightmost column o f F i g u r e 8 s h o ws the speedup o b tained by CG. Recall that our approach i n curs overhead for maintaining t he equilive b l o c ks. Also, action is taken at each store and return operation. The base system does not incur such overhead, but d oes pause to garbage collect when its heap becomes relatively full. The rightmost column s h o ws from 4%{24% improvement in execution time u s i n g CG. T h is represents an absolute savings of time using our approach o ver the base system, e v en though we perform extra work at every store operation. Thus, the savings can be attributed to avoidance of the traditional garbage collector. Moreover, we s e t u p t h e r u n s t o avoid heap compaction. Thus, the s a vings stems primarily from avoiding the m arking phase of garbage collection.
Thecorners and trav programs are not improved by our approach. However, these were hand-optimized by an expert to avoid garbage generation. Thus, the overhead surfaces but without t h e bene ts for these programs.
To isolate the o verhead of maintaining the equilive s e t s , we ran the base system with the \-noasyncgc" ag|and gave i t p l e n ty of storage|so thatitnever ran garbage collection. Thus, the middle column o f n umbers in Figure 8 shows the speedup (typically slowdown) of our approach o ver the base system when the base system never needs to collect. In a f e w c a s e s , w e s t ill beat the base system, probably because the cache performance is better for CG than for a system that never collects (and t h us needs a lot of primary storage).
Larger SPEC runs
We n e x t e x a m ined the performance of our approach on the \larger" SPEC benchmarks. These are really the s a m e p r ograms used previously, but with longer running t i m es. As shown in Figure 9 , most of the benchmarks generated substantially more objects. The exceptions to t h isarecompress and mpegaudio, which a r e c o m putational in nature. Interestingly, our approach worked only better in terms of the percentage of collectable objects. Notably, db went from 41% collectable in the small run to 99% collectable in the Figure 9 : Spec benchmarks, large runs.
Finally, w e c o m pare execution times for the SPEC benchmarks i n F i g u r e 1 0 . The \small" speedups are reprised from Figure 8 included also are the speedups (and s l o wdowns) of our method for the medium-and large-scale runs of the benchmarks.
Our approach worked well for the small runs, and it should be noted that even the \ s m all" runs take s u b s t a n tial time. As we move to the medium-and large-runs, our approach s t arts to lose ground. We b e l i e v e this is happening for the following reasons. Figure 9 shows the statisticsforhow w ell wecancollect objects for the l a r g e r u ns. Although a large percentage are collectable, it may b e t h e case that we collect them too late to do the long-running programs any good. Indeed, we found that we had to allocate m ore storage to the long runs. In doing so, the programs hardly collected at all when run w i t h t r a d itional garbage collection. Figure 9 shows that when the mpegaudio and compress programs run longer, they do not allocate more objects. Our approach c o n tinues to incur overhead but this is never o set by a n y real collection of objects for these programs. Because our m ethod is conservative, and owing t he nature of contamination, the preciseness of our c o l l e c t or only degrades with time.
When a frame pops, we return all of its dependent o bjects to the heap. Currently, o u r d ata structures do not mesh well with the freelist of the heap-allocator. As a result, w e return objects one-at-a-time to the heap. By reconciling our data structure with the freelist's, we can return all objects with a single operation. Based on our experimentation, we next present ideas for future work.
Conclusions
We h a ve p r e s e n ted a simple but conservative a p proach f o r tracking an object's dependent frame. Our experiments show t he following.
A reasonable percentage of objects are collectable by our approach ( Figure 4 and Figure 9 ). Of those objects that are CG-collectable, most occur in blocks with three or fewer objects ( Figure 5 ). For some programs (such as jack and jess), most objects that we can collect are collected within one or two f r a m es of their birth ( Figure 6 ). For other programs ( s u c h a s raytrace and mpegaudio), a m ajority of objects are collected more than 5 frames past their birth frame. Although our approach performs well for the small runs o f t h e S PEC benchmarks, performance is lost on the longer runs. In response to these observations, our plans for the future include the f o l l o wing.
To gain better insight into when and how well objects can be collected, w e plan to identify the point at which an object becomes collectable traditional (exact) garbage collection collects it CG collects it While it appears that a large number of objects can be reclaimed e ciently by our approach, our results suggest the following possibilities for future work.
The operations needed to maintain the equilive sets are su ciently simple that they might be incorporated directly int o a s t orage architecture. The equilive singleton sets could be maintained \by type". Thus, when a frame i s p o p p e d , t h ere would be a c o l l e c t i o n o f f r e e o b j e c t s o f a g i v en type. Instead of returning s u c h objects to a g e n eral free-storage pool, they could be recycled the next time objects of that type are needed. For languages like J a va, where objects of a given type always take the same size (except for arrays), such object recycling could have a big payo . Moreover, this could improve t h e reference locality o f a program. Others 6, 9] have suggested using garbage collection as a time to reorganize (live) storage to improve l o c a l i t y. If CG can recycle the dead storage, then the n e x t i n s t a n tiation of an object type may h a ve i t s data already in cache. On its own, our a p proach n ever improves the d ependent frame o f a n e q u i l i v e b lock. However, it may b e possible that such information could be reset when traditional collection is performed. Such fresh starts may g i v e o u r approach m ore latitude i n nding dead objects. Because many objects appear to be collectable when their birth frame pops, it is worth considering how such objects could be collected sooner. In particular, an object in a size-1 set can be collected once its dependent f r a m e n o l o n ger references the object. This could happen well before the executing method's frame pops. Static analysis 5, 16] may h elp determine w h e r e s u c h variables die. Also, it is possible that an e cient dynamic scheme could detect that such v ariables are dead. Staticanalysis might a l s o h e l p b y d etermining the conditional liveness of objects. If o b j e c t X can be shown to be as live a s o b j e c t Y , and w e can tell that X is dead, then Y must also be dead.
Our treatment o f t h read-shared objects is to consider them live for the program's duration. Instead, a s e t of dependent stack frames could be associated with an equilive b lock. Further investigation is needed to explore the expense and bene ts of a more general approach. Our approach could compliment the train algorithm by collecting objects when methods return. Exact collection might b e r e q uired less frequently. Also, the train algorithm could update our structures when it does run, sharpening t h e e ectiveness of our approach.
